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In Corollary 1 we obtained d — [w/72] non-isomorphic systems 
B±,. •., Bd of blocks B (K1, 1, w) such that any two systems B{ and 3,-, 
i j, have distinct numbers of 3-element blocks and each Bt contains 
at least one 4-element block. Let B{ be a system of triples B{3, 1, 21/4-1) 
constructed for Ą following the method of Hanani.

Lemma 4. There are at least d == [«/72] non-isomorphic systems 
3(3,1, 2«,4-1). Each of these systems contains subsystems 3(3,1, 7) and 
3(3,1, 9), and so for v = 2«4-1 we get

Proof. We have (see [1])

3,- = 0^(3,1,2^4-1) (ft = 3 or 4).

By virtue of Lemma 3 any system Bf has no subsystems constructed 
in 7-element sets containing 2w-4~l other than those which occur as sum
mands in the equality above. Hence the number of such systems is equal 
to the number of triples in 3,-, and so it is different for various values 
of i. Consequently, 3, and 3y are not isomorphic if i

We may apply Lemma 4 to the construction of systems Bk in the proof 
of Theorem 1. Let u satisfy the assumption of that Theorem and let q and 
t = (u + q)/4: be chosen correspondingly to u. This choice determines 
sets (i =1,2,3) and we have at least [(/-1)/144] non-isomorphic 
systems 3(3,1,/) in every (Lemma 4 for v = /). Hence we obtain 
[(/-1)/144]3 systems Bk. There are [it/72] possibilities of choosing q 
(hence /) for u (cf. Remark 1). Thus we get [(/—l)3/144] [w/72] different 
systems Bk.

Since u = 4/ — q, we can find, for u sufficiently large, a constant Mx 
such that there are at least h = M^u4 different systems Bk. We number 
them B1,...,Bh and transfer the numeration into the triple systems 
3(3,1,2m-4-1), thus getting 3X, ..., Bk. ,

Theorem 3. If i j, then Bt is non-isomorphic to Bj.
Proof. Let Bk (k = 1,..., h) contain b{ subsystems 3(3,1, 7) con

structed in a set, an element of which is 2« 4-1. We consider two cases.
(a) bi^b.;. Since 3,- and 3; have distinct numbers of subsystems 

constructed in 7-element sets containing 2« 4-1, they are not isomorphic.
(b) = bj. Every system 3(3,1, /) produced in w, or w2 or w3 is 

a 3-subsystem of 3(Kx,l,u) and, by (y), it is also a subsystem of 
3(3,1,2^4-1)-

The assumption = b} implies that the value of q, hence of /, is the 
same for B{ as for Bt (see the proof of Corollary 1). Hence 3,- contains 
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a 3-subsystem B(3,ljt), Bo say, constructed in one of the rows‘ 
which is not isomorphic to any 3-subsystem of Ą constructed in one of 
these rows. We must show that contains no 3-subsystem isomorphic 
to Bo.

Let T be a 3-subsystem constructed in a set which is not entirely 
contained in one of the rows. The intersection Foc\wi consists oLan odd 
number of elements. In fact, it cannot consist of two elements, for the 
third element in the corresponding triple in B{Klt 1, «) would then belong 
to Tu in (**), which is impossible since every triple in Tu consists of elements 
taken from various rows. Neither can |H0 nwj be an even number greater 
than 2. To show this consider the subsystem $ generated in B(Kr, 1, u) 
by E^Wi. This is a subsystem both of Bo and of the system B{3,1, t) 
constructed in w{. So $ is a system of Steiner triples in which implies
that IJE/oCiwJ is odd- As Fo is also odd, so must be the number of i’s such 
that ILoCiwJ 0. If there are ilf iz, is, then

|wĄn^0| = |w<2,nH0| = \wi3rYB0\.

Hence |H0| = 0 (mod 3). Since t = 1 (mod 6), there is no isomorphism 
between Bo and T. A 3-subsystem Bo cannot be isomorphic to any subsys
tem of Bj containing the distinguished element 2u 4-1. On the other hand, 
Lemma 1 shows that any other subsystem of B} is a subsystem of B}- 
and so is non-isomorphic to Bo by the preceding argument. So and If 
are not isomorphic.

Since there are at least different systems Bk, Theorem 3 yields
immediately

. Corollary 2. For a sufficiently small Jf > 0 and for 1c = 7 or 9 we 
have Nk(v) FL• vi.

Theorem 4. For every i there exist M^m^O, and ¢4 such that, 
for and j = 1 or 3,
(2) : ■ ■: : .

Proof. We prove by induction that (2) holds for .¾ = (38 4-38-1)•»!. 
For i = 1 this follows from Corollary 2. Let us suppose that (2) holds 
for i = n. We can construct B(Kn+1,1, u) using the method described 
in the proof of Theorem 2. Thus we form a B(3,1, t) in every w{. By the 
inductive assumption this can be done in J/n-i(3"+3”'~ )n! essentially different 
maimers, and so as many non-isomorphic systems are obtained. Hence we 
can construct . . , . :

■' (Jfn-i(3”+3n-1)nI)3”+3 = C1-i(3”+1+3”)(n+1)! (C1 = Jf3n+3) 1
different systems of type B(Kn+1,1, u). Since t = («4-¢)/( 3» 4-4), q<t, 
this, number can be expressed as

c2-«(3”+1+3m)(M+1)!.
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There are precisely as many systems Bs. We number them B1,,.., Br. 
On eVery Bs we construct 5g= 5(3,1, 2^+1) using Hanani’s method. 
(We use here the expression “on 5S” in order to stress the difference be
tween the construction of Bs starting from Bs and the construction of 
a Steiner system “in a set”.) Putting v — 2u+l we have

- ' r = Jfn+1 .fl(3ra + 1+3w)(n+l)!,

. Every Bs contains both a subsystem constructed on a (3n+3)-element 
block from Tu and a subsystem formed on a (3n+4)-element block from 

so every Bs contains Steiner triple systems formed from 6n+7; and 
6n +9 elements. Hence Theorem '4 will be proved if we show that Bs are 
non-isomorphic to each other.

Let denote the class of subsystems of Bs occurring in the union 
in (1). and corresponding to triples constructed on the line w„. Let further 
E^ be the set of elements contained in the triples in U 8^. Since the lines 
wv are disjoint, we have

= {2^ + 1} . for +¾.
3n+4

. We claim that U exhausts all those subsystems in Bs which
■ ”=i

are of type 5(3 ,1, 7) and are constructed in sets containing the element 
2«+l. Suppose that E is another system of this kind, not contained in 
3ra+l
U 5^. Then we can find two elements occurring in E and belonging to 
V=1
different lines wv. But such elements determine a block /3 e Tu (see (**)) 
to which they belong.

Let T be a summand in (1) of type 5(3,1, 2k +1) that correspond 
to /3. Systems E and T then contain a common triple. Moreover, the element 
21/-+1 belongs to both of them. That common triple and 2w+l generate 
together the whole of E. Since n> 1 and since /3 contains at least 3n +3 
elements, T is formed from at least 19 elements, whence T + E. It follows 
that E is a proper subsystem of T, which is impossible because of (p).

Fix an E*,s). In view of (y) in every 8-,. e there is exactly one triple 
belonging to B(Kn+1,1, u). All these triples form a set which is identical 
with the system Bv of type 5(3,1,1) constructed in w„. Let /S' be another 
triple system in a f-element subset of E^ not containing 2«+l. For any 
s .6 [1, u], 8 cannot contain both xs and xs + u, since, otherwise, 8 had to 
contain the triple {xs, xs+u, 2«+l}. Hence, if xs belongs to wv, then exactly 
one of the elements scs and xs+u occur in 8. Denoting it by <p we have a well- 
defined mapping Bv-xS which is obviously an isomorphism.

If s' + s, and if Bv e Bs and 5' e Bs are the corresponding triple sys
tems 5(3,1, 7), constructed on the line wn, then Bv and’5^ are non-iso
morphic for any , v e [1,3n +3]. Since, as we have just shown, the system 
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B„ (B'v) exhausts up to an isomorphism all triple systems formed in t-ele- 
ment subsets of E^ (E<p) and not containing 2u+l, Bs and Bs are 
non-isomorphic systems, which completes the proof of Theorem 4.
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